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A – One new share issued at 0.80 Euro for every 40 existing shares

B – Each of these new shares comes with 1 Warrant: 3 Warrants entitle the holder to
subscribe to a new share until March 31, 2024 at a price of 1.40 Euro

Funds raised: 

Part A - Euro 4.9 million with respect to the new shares
Part B - Euro 2.8 million with respect to the Warrant

i.e. a total of circa Euro 7.7 million for a share count dilution limited to 2.50%.

Ker Ventures invests Euro 1 million and guarantees that 75% of the issuance will be
purchased. 
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USE OF PROCEEDS

65% wil be allocated to the development of AlphaVerse, CBI's open and connected
blockchain-based metaverse, and in particular the Football at AlphaVerse universe.
With its Hub, the central location of AlphaVerse, introduced in September 2022 after
more than a year of development, AlphaVerse combines many different worlds, each
offering a different experience

20% will be allocated to seize opportunities to develop new games in partnership
with external studios and/or to make targeted acquisitions of companies in the
blockchain sector or with the potential to develop there.

15% will be allocated to build up a reserve for future acquisitions related to the
blockchain ecosystem and to finance the Company's current activity.



KEY NUMBERS

Note: see financial statements on Company's website



TIMETABLE



ALPHAVERSE

A UNIVERSE OF UNIVERSES 

DEVELOPED BY CBI
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OVERVIEW OF ALPHAVERSE

The number and types of experiences is infinite unlike  
other digital worlds
Transitions to/from each universe are seamless, with
the same avatar and the same account 
Development of the universes can be made in parallel
Games made by 3rd-party developers can be plugged
into the Central Hub

CBI is developing the AlphaVerse metaverse.

AlphaVerse is open to everyone. In order to maximize the
number of visitors, there is no need to own crypto
currencies or a crypto-wallet to access the world.

AlphaVerse revolves around a central Hub with an access
to different universes, each of these universes offering a
specific experiences:

AlphaVerse is free-to-play!

Roadmap and White Paper (click) 

Watch on Youtube

https://alphaverse.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/AlphaVerse_Whitepaper_v1_Jan2023.pdf
https://alphaverse.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/AlphaVerse_Whitepaper_v1_Jan2023.pdf


ALPHAVERSE, A UNIVERSE OF UNIVERSES

AND MORE TO COME!



CONTENT SHARING SYSTEM

Billboards in open areas
Billboards in community houses, flats and arenas

One of the powerful tools developed by AlphaVerse is the
content sharing system thanks to the various billboards
located throughout the virtual worlds.

Users have the opportunity to stream curated content
either from Twitch / Youtube or their website and this
directly on the billboards.

You can find:

The content sharing system is a very powerful way to
create communities and increase engagement.



FOOTBALL  3 .0

THE FOOTBALL EXPERIENCE 

IN THE ALPHAVERSE
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FOOTBALL AT ALPHAVERSE (FAV)

Virtual stadium and training facility
Places where fans can celebrate players
A “Wall of Fans” where selfies and videos can be
uploaded
A “Community House” where fans can access a VIP
section
A museum
Miscellaneous activities, games, news section, etc…

Football at AlphaVerse (FAV) is a world dedicated to
Football (soccer), to the clubs and their fans.

The FAV Island is a central location dedicated to football,
covering key football-related topics. 

The Fanzone: specific district dedicated to Clubs. In each
of these districts, fans feel at HOME.

Activities and environments include:



STADIUM REPLICAS

Fans enter a replica of the actual stadium
Fans enter like a football player, using the tunnel
Fans can buy tiles (NFTs) in that tunnel, upload
their photo, write messages 
Fans can buy seats (NFTs) in the stadium and
have their photo uploaded on that seat
Fans can buy parcels of the pitch (NFTs): if a
goal is scored from a given parcel, its owner may
win a prize (options for gamification are
unlimited)
Fans can write messages on the pitch (NFTs)
Fans can also write messages on the score
screen (NFTs)

In each stadium, there is a tunnel leading to the pitch:

This experience aims to bring the fans closer to their
favorite team and stars.



This is a place fans rarely see
This is a place of excellence for the Team
This is also the future of the Team

Offering a glimpse of the Training Camp & Practice
Facility is also very interesting:

Fans can purchase parcels of the pitch (NFTs) and
write a message for instance

They can also engage with the technical team
(videos, conferences in the virtual world, etc..)

PRACTICE FACILITY REPLICAS



This is about the history of the Team, in an open-
world setting (think Hollywood Boulevard and the
Stars)

Memory Lane is filled with souvenirs of the
Team's most memorable moments: Titles, iconic
games/plays, etc…

3D-statues of legendary players of the team,
where users can buy tiles (NFTs) to write
messages

Dedicated walls where visitors can upload selfies
and videos (NFTs)

Curation is present to avoid any unwanted
content

CELEBRATING THE CLUB
WALK OF FAME / MEMORY LANE



ENGAGING WITH THE FANS
IN A NEW AND MEANINGFUL WAY 

Any user can stream content as long as such
content is previously uploaded on YouTube or
Twitch - The user first has to buy a house, flat..
(NFTs)
A street can be dedicated to video influencers of
groups of fans
Fans take selfies and shoot videos. For each
important game, we can create a Wall of Fame
where fans can buy a tile and upload their
selfies/videos (NFTs)
Ownership of a flat can give access to VIP
sections offering more exclusive content (NFTs)
Raffles, contests,… providing perks in the real
world (NFTs)
And so much more!

Content provided by the Fans / Wall of Fans



Team provides relationships with existing sponsors
CBI provides the tools and designs the experience
Fans enjoy the moments and can even win prizes

Special areas for sponsors (virtual pubs to watch the game live or
recorded events)
At these events, attendees can win special gifts & NFTs
Possibility to livestream events or recorded events
Sponsors can use billboards to upload/advertise content

CBI can assist the clubs in organizing events in the virtual world with
existing sponsors:

There can be many as many locations as necessary! 

SPONSORED EVENTS



Penalty shots
Quizzes
“Where is the ball in this photo?”
Wheel of fortune to win real-world prizes
Etc..

Buy parcels of the field (NFTs) and win a real-life
perk if a shot, an assist, etc… happens on that
parcel 
Buy sections of the box (NFTs) and win a real-life
perk if the ball hits that section

Casual Games

Gamification of football games

This is an endless source of potential NFT creation
and micro-transactions on the Blockchain.

MINI GAMES



Significant interest

Many clubs throughout Europe and South America

First closing has occured

First pre-sales to be announced in the next few months

Opening in the context of the 2023-2024 football season

ROADMAP



THANK YOU!


